Little Things: All Those Secrets of the World This is based on something that actually happened when my father came home wounded from World War II. My mother, baby brother, and I lived with her. All Those Secrets of the World were out of print, but I was able to get a used copy of The World of Jane Yolen. While I didn't love this book initially, I couldn't help but enjoy it more and more as I read it. Military and Veterans Social Work SocialWorkLicensure.org Jun 20, 2013. In All Those Secrets of the World, Jane Yolen gives a clue to the final happy outcome of the story when the children hear the bedtime story: "The Little Mermaid" by Hans Christian Andersen. While I didn't love this book initially, I couldn't help but enjoy it more and more as I read it. All Those Secrets of the World by Jane Yolen — Fantastic Fiction For week 2, we rowed All Those Secrets of the World by Jane Yolen. Don't forget, God bless our troops. Biden, Jill. 2012 Illustrated by Raul Colon. Don't Forget, God Bless Our Troops. In All Those Secrets of the World, the rest of the family moves to the grandparents' home on the Chesapeake Bay, where Janie learns a secret of the world. Sadly, you won't be able to All Those Secrets of the World: Jane Yolen, Leslie Baker. Those Secrets 1992. Those Secrets TV Movie 1992 on IMDb All over the world, people report they've been visited by aliens, taken aboard spaceships. Children's Book Review: All Those Secrets of the World by Jane Yolen. When four-year-old Janie's father goes off to war, the rest of the family moves to the grandparents' home on the Chesapeake Bay, where Janie learns a secret of the world. Sadly, you won't be able to All Those Secrets of the World: Jane Yolen, Leslie Baker. Those Secrets 1992. Those Secrets TV Movie 1992 on IMDb All over the world, people report they've been visited by aliens, taken aboard spaceships. Children's Book Review: All Those Secrets of the World by Jane Yolen. When four-year-old Janie's father goes off to war, the rest of the family moves to the grandparents' home on the Chesapeake Bay, where Janie learns a secret of the world. Sadly, you won't be able to All Those Secrets of the World: Jane Yolen, Leslie Baker. Those Secrets 1992. Those Secrets TV Movie 1992 on IMDb All over the world, people report they've been visited by aliens, taken aboard spaceships. Children's Book Review: All Those Secrets of the World by Jane Yolen. When four-year-old Janie's father goes off to war, the rest of the family moves to the grandparents' home on the Chesapeake Bay, where Janie learns a secret of the world. Sad